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UNIVERSITY OF CEYLON REVIEW

The University of Ceylon was established on the rst July, 1942, by the fusion of the·
Ceylon Medical College (founded 1870) and the Ceylon University College (founded
192I'). It has at present Faculties of Oriental Studies, Arts, Science and Medicine.
Its seat is temporarily in Colombo, but it will be moved to Per adeniya, near Kandy, as
soon as its new buildings are ready for occupation. The University has taken over from
the Governn:ent of Ceylon the publication of the Ceylon Journal of Science, which wili
.b~ developed as its chief means of contact with Scientists elsewhere as soon as paper
supplies enable issues to be published more frequently and regularly, The University of
Ceylon Review has been founded in order to make similar contact with scholars in
literary subjects, to provide a medium of publication for the research in those subjects
conducted in the University, and to provide a learned review for Ceylon. The Review.
will normally be published twice a year, in April and in November. The price of a single
COpy is Rs. 2.50.
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The PaN Chronicles of Ceylon
An Examination of the Opinions expressed about them since 1879

THE three P5.li works, the Dtpavamsa, the chronicle of the island, the
Introduction to the S.lmantapaslid£kli, the commentary to the Vinaya
Piiaka, and the l11ahaval!LSa, the great chronicle, which enshrine the

ancient historical tradition of Ceylon, are still available to the student of
Ceylon history. All these three are closely related to one another, and it is
not possible to study one independently of the other two. In addition to these
there is the VmItSattltappakiisini, the tikii or commentary to the ]'vlahiiva1!tsa,
which sheds considerable light on its main source, the S'iha!af{halwt/ui :Uahii-
'IXI1Itscr-.'

Few Pili works have attracted so much attention as the Dv, the Sp and
the Mv, This was mainly due to the fact that they contain some traditions
of the early history of Buddhism. Hermann Olden berg edited the Dv, and
published it with an English transation in 1879,2 and in his Pali edition of
the Vinaya Pitaka he included the historical introduction to the Sp.3 In
1905 Wilhelm Geiger made a critical examination of the Dv and the 1\'1v and

• of other works which dealt with the early history of Ceylon." In 1907 still
another German scholar, Otto Franke, criticized some of the conclusions arrived
at by Geiger in this work," and Geiger replied tohiminthe same year.? In 1908
Geiger brought out his edition of the Pali text of the :'Ih,' and his English
translation of the same made with the assistance of Mabel H. Bock was

1. These five works will be referred to hereafter bv tlu. ahbro via tions Dv, Sp.
Mv, Vap and SAkl\Iv. Sp will refer to the Introduct ion alone and not to the whole
Samantapas(idilla. •

2. The Dipava'YJlsa. Ed. and 1'1'. by Hormann Oldcubcrg. London, 1879.
3. Olden berg: Villaya Piiakam, Vol. J II, pp. 283-343. London, 1881.
4. D'i-p auamsa u-nd M ahiiuamsa und die geschichbtlichc U berlicjerung in Ceylon,

Leipzig, 1905. The references in this work arc to the English translation 1)' Et hr-l M,
Coomaraswarny. Colombo, 1908.

5. Wiener Zeitschri]t [ur die Kunde des Morgenlandes, Vol. XX], pp. 203 and 307.
6. Zeitschrift del' Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gcsellsch aji, Vol. LXn I. 1'. 540.
7· The A[ahil.va'Yflsa. Ed. by \Vilhelm Geiger. Pali Text Society. Londc n ,

1908.
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published in 1912.8 In the Introduction to the latter work Geiger once
more summed up his views 011 the Mv, but a few of them were modified in his
English translation of the Cidauamsa, published in 1930.9

Since then two other contributions have added to our knowledge of the
subject. In 1933 E. W. Adikaram submitted a thesis to the University of
Loudon on " State of Buddhism in Ceylon as revealed by the Pili Commentaries
of tile Fifth Century.":" This was followed bv the publication in 1935 of the
Va?wwtthappakcisini, edited by G. P. Malalasekcra.' I

The object of this article is to examine the views expressed by these
writers with regard to these four works, the Dv, the Sp, the 11\' and the Vap
in the light of evidence now available. One of the chief points that will be
considered is whether the view maintained or accepted by most of them that
the Dv was based on the SAkMv of the Mahavihara is tenable.

Much of what is stated in the works referred to centred round the question
of the sources of the Dv, the Sp and the Mv, Oldenberg in his Introduction
to his edition of the Dv pointed out that according to the Vap'" there was an
Atthakatha (a commentary on Buddhist canonical writings) "handed down
and prohably also composed in the Mahavihara.'> written in Sinhalese, the
introductory stanzas of which allude to a historical account of Buddha's visits
to Ceylon, of the Councils, of Mahinda, etc., intended to be given in that
very Atthakatha." This Atthakathii was the same as the Porii7!atthakatha
and was also called the SIha!at(hakatltii J..[ahiiva1!tsa. '4

Oldenberg did not consider the last two works identical but that the latter
was only a part of the former. "It is not difficult" he continued, " to account
for this expression where the two at first sight contradictory elements of a
(theological) commentary (Atthakatha) and of an extensive historical narrative.
(Mahavamsa) are combined together. If we look at Buddhaghosa's Attha-
katha on the Vinaya, we find that the author has there prefixed to his
explanations of the sacred texts a detailed historical account of the origin of

the Tipitaka, its redaction in the three Councils, and its propagation to Ceylon
by Mahinda and his companions. Buddhaghosa's commentary is based, as
is well known, on that very Sinhalese Atthakatha of the Mahavihara, which
we are discussing, and we may assume with almost certainty, that to this
Atthakatha a similar introduction was prefixed which may have been of
greater extent than that of Buddllaghosa."'5

After drawing this inference about the relationship of the SAkMv to the
Porii7!atthakatht'i from the analogy of the Samantap(lstlrlik,;, and incidentally
suggesting that the Sp too was based on the Siha!aHhakatha of the Maha-
vihara, Oldenberg concluded that the SAkMv was in prose intermixed with
a considerable number of stanzas in Piili,'° and was the source on which the
Dv and the Mv were based. He drew the inference with regard to the Dv
not from any actual statement to that effect as in the case of the Mv, but
because the proem of the Dv as well as five passages in Pili verse, ascribed
to the Porii'!ul in the Sp and the Vap, were common to the DV,'7 and both the Dv
and the Mv finished their record at the same point. He expressed the view
that the author of the Dv borrowed from the Atthakathii sometimes the mode
of expression and even whole lines, word for word. rK He added further that
the Dv and the Mv are" indeed in the main nothing but two versions of the
same substance, both being based on the historical introduction to the
Great Commentary of the Mahavihara. Each work represented, of course,
their common subject in its own way, the Dipavamsa followed step by step and
almost word for word the traces of the original, the Mahavamsa proceeding
with much greater independence and perfect literary mastership.t"?

Finally Oldenberg suggested that the l'.JahaVa1!~Saof the ancients referred
to in the proem of the Mv may mean the Dv itself, as it contains the defects
attributed to the old work."?

Geiger in The Dipava1.nsa and Jlah[wC£1!!sa agreed with Olden berg with
regard to the relationship between the Sp and the 1\1v on the one hand and
their connection with the SAkMv on the other!' "Our ~L" he wrote, " as
far as the contents are concerned, was a fairly correct translation of the AkM.
It supplements the Sinhalese of the latter by Pali verse and avoids certain
deficiencies in the original, oiz., its frequent repetitions and the uneven

8. The _"'fahcivQf(,tsa. Eng. Trs. by W. Geiger. P.T.S. London, 191:2.

9. The Culava1?tsa. Eng. Trs. by W. Geiger and C. M. Rickmers. P.T.S., 1930.
10. Early History of Buddhism in Ceylon by E. W. Adikaram. Ceylon, 1946.

This was preceded by a thesis entitled " An Historical Criticism, of the M ahiiuamsa ••
submitted to the University of London by the writer of this article. Much of what is
.stated here is based on that thesis.

II. P.T.S. London, 1935.
12. Oldenberg and Geiger usually refer to this work as the Mah4va7[!sa Tikd.

'Malalasekera has pointed out that its author never calls it by this name, but by the title
Varftsatthappakasini. Yap. p. cvii.

13. This was the chief vihara of the Theravadins in Anuradhapura.
1... The Dlpalia'!'sa. p. 3.

15· Ibid. pp. 3-4.
16. Ibid. p. 4.
17· Ibid. p. 5.
18. Ibid. pp. 6-8.
19· Ibid. p. 7.
20. Ibid. p. 9.
:.II. Geiger: The Dipavafflsa and Mahava'!lsa, p. 53.
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somewhat large for an " historical introduction." No doubt it can be shown
that the Ak. was extraordinarily comprehensive, and therefore that even the
introduction may have heen a long one. But another consideration seems to
me of more importance. An introduction of the kind that Oldenberg imagines
would hardly embrace the whole range of Sinhalese kings as far as Mahasena,
A transition from this prince to the Tipitaka does not seem to be very pro-
bable. It is much more likely that such an introduction would have finished
with the coming of Buddhism into Ceylon, and with Mahinda, who brought
the Tipitaka to the Island. According to my idea the .. Mahavamsa of the
ancients" was an independent chronicle, which the monks of the Mahavihara
carried on to Mahascna, and certainly would have continued still further had
they not been disturbed in their peaceable work in some violent manner.

"The analogy of the chronicles of our medieval monasteries lies extraordi-
narily near; but it may be correct that the base of that chronicle was such an
introduction to the Tipitaka. The proem of the D. speaks at all events in
favour of that. This proem was, as can be seen from the M'T. QS. a, simply the
proem of the old M. The subjects were mentioned in it which were to be
represented. These are without exception those which belong to the period
before Mahinda, There is no account of later times, not even of the great
deeds of Dutthagamani. The proem thus belongs to an epoch in which the
extent of the work was smaller than at the time when :\fahanama developed
the material into a poem, or when the D. was written. The old framework
had burst, and out of the" historical introduction" of the Ale, the" Maha-
vamsa of the ancients," the extensive monastery chronicle of the Mahavihara
developed.":' ,

Rhys Davids, reviewing Dipm',U!ISa und M aluiuanisa, referred to " its
great and permanent value as the most complete work which we have on the
many important subjects it treats with scholarship so thorough (often indeed
unique) and with judgment so sober and sound."29 But Otto Franke did
not consider Geiger's work in the same light. After a detailed examination
of the Dv text he came to the conviction that the Dv was an original work
and was not based on any other work as pointed out by Oldenberg and Ceiger."

Franke pointed out that the main topics of the .Dv were composed out
of verses and pieces of verse of the canonical literature and was in language
and ideas influenced above all by the Bud.lhaoamsa, the Car£yap£taka, and

character of its account, which is sometimes too short, sometimes too diffuse.":"
He stated further: "The contents of the Smp. run very closely parallel
with the M. We see so much verbal agreement between them that there can
be no question of mere coincidence. This may be explained by the fact that
the two works, the Smp. as well as the lVI., are both derived from the same
source, the Atthakatha, and both reflect their source with fair exactness.I"!

Geiger also agreed with Oldenberg that the Dv like the ~1v \•...as based on
the SAkMv, ".As there is no doubt that the )1. is younger than the D.,"
he wrote, .. two suppositions only are possible: either the 1\-1. has borrowed
its material and arrangement from the D., or else both the M. and the D. have
borrowed from the same sources, either directly or indirectly. The latter
supposition is, as we shall see, the correct one."2,

But Geiger did not accept the suggestion of Oldenberg that the proem of
the Mv referred to the Dv. "One might be inclined to think," he wrote,
.. that the proem of the 1\1.refers directly to the D., in which, it is true, the
fault complained of, that of irregular representation appears. The words
, free from faults' would look like a slight mockery of the self-conscious saying,
, without faults,' which is found in the proem of the D. 3. In reality our M,
means, as we shall see, by the' Mahavamsa of the ancients,' the original work,
upon which iz, as well as the D., is founded. And therefore the reproach raised
against it applies to the D. as \\'e11,because it (the D.) reproduces the original
work with more slavish faithfulness, and its proem is also taken word for word
from it.":"

Geiger also did not fall in fully with the view of Oldenbcrg that the SAkMv
was a mere introduction to the Porc[l}a(thaliatlzll.He admitted the possibility
that it could have been so at first, but believed that it ceased to be so after
some time. ,h "There are many reasons," he wrote, " to be put against this
supposition. Everything seems to snggest that the old ?II. had very consider-
able proportions, and contained an enormous amount of detail. We certainly
are not mistaken if we estimate it at least as extensive as our }\[T.n One has
only to think of the repetitions so strongly condemned. This seems to be

22. Ibid. p. 63. D. C" Di-paua mso . !lI.,~JIahavarJ1sa. Smp.=Samanalapas<io
dilal Introduction. Ak1\I. == Att liak atlui M'ah/iuams a,

c!3. D. and M. (TIll' Dipava1?,sa and Af<ihavaqlsa), p. 70.
24. tua. p. q.
:!5. D. and M., p. 17·
26. Thus Geiger did not entirely disagree with the view of Oldcnberg as Mala la-

sekera states in Vap p. Iviii. Malalasckera himself says: "It is quite probable t his
chronicle formed a sort of historical introduction to the Canonical Commentary and
dealt only with the 13 subjects mentioned in the proem of the Dtpavarnsa." It is, how-
ever, not clear whether he is expressing his own view or merely re-stating' Geiger's view.

27. M.']'. ,.= Mahav<l1?l.sa Trkii = Val'.

28. D. and :1.1., p. 64.
29. Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society. 1905. p. 39T.
30• Franke first expressed his view in Literarischos Ccntralblatt, 1906, No. 37,

Column 1,275. He made a closer examination of the Dv and its relations to the Sp and
the Mv in 1907, in the Wiener Zeitschrift [iir die KU11de des Morgcnlandes, XXI, pp. 203
.and 307.
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the 1iitaka. Thus it was a clumsy bungling work, a mere botched compilation
of Pili quotations from these and other works of the Canon. From that he
concluded that the Dv was not based on any source and must be considered
as standing on its own tottering feet.>' He further compared the Dv with
the Sp and the Mv and rpshed to the conclusion that the authors of the Sp
and the Mv merely rewrote the Dv,

Geiger accepted some of the minor conclusions of FrankeY That the
Dv was a clumsy bungling work had already been declared both by Oldenberg
and himself.» He admitted that Franke had shed further light on the manner
of composition of the author of the Dv, and that the evidence produced showed
that the author of the Dv was strongly influenced by the ideas of the Buddha-
vamsa, the Cariyap#aka and the [dtaka, the metrical diction of which was
familiar to his feelings. 3 1 Earlier he had expressed the view that the author
of the Dv had confined himself especially to the material that was already
in Pili in the Ak, uis. the verses interspersed throughout.:» He now concluded
that the SAkMv had probably far less Pili verses than he originally imagined.

But the main contention of Franke that the Dv, the Sp, and the Mv
were not based on another source Geiger refused to accept. The indebtedness
of the Dv for its forms of expression to the Pili Canon was not sufficient proof
to conclude that the Dv was independent of the SAkMv. Such verses and
pieces of verses which Franke quoted covered only a small part of the Dv.
The authors of the Sp and the Mv could not have merely rewritten the Dv,
as both the Sp and the Mv contained considerable fresh material, both new
matter on old topics as well as entirely new episodes. The Sp made it clear
that it was based on a Sinhalese work.:" The Vap was definite that the .Mv
was based on the SAkMv compiled by the dwellers of the Mahavihara.s?
The Dv in arrangement and subject matter was closely related to these two
works, while the Dv and the Mv covered the same period of Ceylon history.

In 1912 Geiger expressed once more the views he held with regard to the
ancient historical tradition of Ceylon.s" There was at the close of the fourth

3I. Journal of the Pali Text Society, 1908, p. 1.

32. Noell einmal Dipava'/!tsa und M'ahiiuam sa, Zeitschrift D. Morgeni. Gese!fseh.
Vol. LXIII, p. 540.

33. D. and M., p. 66.

34· Zweijellos lebte del' Dip- Vcrfasser sehr in den Ldeenkreisen dieser lVerkc, und
deren Metrische Diktion war seinem Em pfinden etteas sehr Verirautes," Wiener Zeitschrift
XXI, p. 233.

35· D. and M., p. 69. See also p. 64.

36. Samantapii.sadika. Ed. by J. Takakusu. London. P.T.S., 1924. p. 2.

37· Vap, p. 42.
38. The AfaMvaT"{lsa. Eng. Trs., p. x
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century A.D. a sort of chronicle of the history of the island from its legendary
beginnings onwards. It constituted a part of the A(thak(tihii or the old com-
mentary literature on the Buddhist canonical writings, which formed the basis
of the later Pili commentaries. It was, like the Afthakathii, composed in
old-Sinhalese prose probably mingled with verses in the Pili language.
Recensions of this Atthakath(i, differing only in details, existed in the Maha-
vihara and in other monasteries.>? It originally carne down only to the
arrival of Mahinda in Ceylon, and was continued most probably down to the
time of Mahasena, with whose reign both the Dv and the Mv came to an end.
The Dv, composed at the close of the fourth century, presented the first clumsy
redaction in Pili verse. It is the A[ahiiuamsa of the ancients referred to at
the beginning of the Mv. The Mv is a new treatment of the subject, but shows
greater skill in the employment of the Pili language, It is a more artistic
composition and makes a more liberal use of the material contained in the
original work.

It is clear that in this summary Geiger's views differ to some extent from
the conclusions he gave in The Iripaoamsa and Mahiiva·llsa. Though he
does not deny the indebtedness of the author of the Sp and the Mv to the
SAkMv, he regards here the Mv " as a conscious and intentional rearrangement
of the Dv, as a sort of commentary to this latter"; and thinks that" the
quotation of the Mahavamsa of the ancients in the proemium of our Mah,
refers precisely to the Dip." Further he expresses the view that the Sp is
based on the DV.40

These are up to a point the views expressed by Franke. But Geiger
seems to have come to these conclusions from an article written by Fleet in
which he translated the passage in the CuJava1Jlsa xxxviii, 59, datvii sahassam
dipet1tr!L Dipavamsa1Jl samiidisi as " he (King Dhatusena) bestowed a thousand
(pieces of gold) and gave orders to write a dipika on the DipaV£l1JlSa," and
inferred that the dipika meant the NI ahaoamsa:" Geiger, however, found
later that he had made a mistake in accepting this conclusion. "I was myself
(Mhvs, trsl. p. xif) inclined to follow him," he wrote. "But I have since had
scruples. Verses 58-5912 belong in construction most closely together. Con-
sequently dipetul.n DiPa'Vamsa1~ must refer to an action which took place
within the framework of a festival. That, however, can only have been

39. E.g. The Uttarauihara A!!hakath<i.
40. The j{ ahil.val.nsa. Eng. Trs., p. xi.
41. J. R. A. S., 1909,. p. 5·
42. .. After having made an image of the great Thera Mahinda he brought-it to the

spot where the Thera's body had been burnt, to organize there at great cost a sacrificial
festival. He gave orders, with the outlay of thousand gold pieces, for the interpretation
of the Dlpavamsa and commanded sugar to be distributed among the bhikkhus dwelling
there."
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a reading of the Dlpavamsa, perhaps with historical and legendary explanations,
but not the composition of so voluminous a work as the Mahavamsa.":'!
Thus we have to go hack once more to his original view expressed in The
Dipav(J,/!tsa and Malu;:va1!!.m that the Sp and the Mv were based not on the
Dv but on theSAkMv.

that the Sp is a translation not of the SAk!\b- as Geiger imagined but of the
introduction to the Sinhalese Vinayatthakathii..50

Other available evidence supports this view. The V,LP mentions a
few instances where the Vinaya((lutkafha either differed from, or gave infor-
mation not contained in, the SAkM.v. The account of Asoka's benefactions
is said to have been drawn not from the SAkMv but from the YAk. H is
also given in the SpY The YAk is said to have used the word yo/r.ifanu:ga
for the word gok{(~~~la in the Mv. So does the SpY The VAk says that in
Suvannabhiimi after the preaching of the Brahmajii'l! .';1tttanta I,50n daughters
of noble families received the pahbaJiii while the SAk.Mv gave the number
as I,350. The Sp aJso gives the number as 1,500.

53

Besides, as Adikaram points Otlt,54 the Sp appears at least in one part
to be a literal translation of its original Sinhalese text. It gives a list of
teachers who handed down the Vin{!ya from the time of Mahinda " up to the
present day" (yliva ajjatawi). ~5 :Kone of these teachers belongs to the
period after the first century A.D. It is the Sinhalese commentaries that
were put into writing during the first century' A.D., and not the Sp which
Buddhaghosa wrote in the fifth century A.D. And if we are to draw any
inference from the list of teachers who handed down the Vinaya, the original
work on which the Sp was based ,lppears to be no other than the 'l'i1H~yattha-

katka.
Malalasekera helped the study of the )1\' further by the publication of

a critical edition with an introduction and notes of the Pali text of the Va"7l--
satthapakiis£ni, which not only gives some idea of its main source, the SAkMv,
but also refers to many other works which give us an insight into the growth
of the early historical tradition of Ceylon. 56.

Malalasekera who owes much to Adtkararn's work also suggests this as a pro-
Vap lxviii.
D. and ;<''1..p. 48. Sp 1., p. :)'2.' Val', p. 207. My V, 83· VAk·, Vinaj'a~ha-

Adikaram adds considerably. to our knowledge of the Sinhalese com-
mentaries of which the SAkMv formed a part. Though his subject is " State
of Buddhism in Ceylon as revealed by the Pali Commentaries of the Fifth
Century A.D.", he supplies his readers with much information on the sources
of these Pali works, the Sinhalese commentaries, their nature and contents.
His work clarifies certain obscure points and enables one to draw a few con-
clusions different from those that have been expressed so far with regard to
the early historical tradition of Ceylon.t!

Dealing with the nature of the Sinhalese commentaries, Adikaram points
out that Buddhaghosa mentions that a part of his work of translation consisted
of the removal of errors and of repctitions.s! He draws attention also to the
fact that these commentaries though written in Sinhalese contained Pali
verses.:" Thus the defect of repetition and the practice of the inclusion of
Pali verses were not features peculiar to the SAkMv.

Adikaram agrees with Oldenberg and Geiger that the term Porii.~!ii referred
to the P01'ii'f,l.atthakatha.4' He examines in detail the numerous references to
the Porii'f,l.ii in the Commentaries and comes to the conclusion that it is a
definite commentary. This means he accepts the view of Oldenberg and
Geiger that the SAHlv was at first really a part of the Porii'f,l.a{{hukatha till
probably, as Geiger suggests, it broke its bounds and developed into an
independent work.!"

According to Adikaram the S'iha]a MahiitthakuthCi contained expositions
on the entire Tipitak«. There were in addition separate commentaries on
the different sections such as the Vi1£(~ya.49 From this one may conclude

50.
bability.

51.
katha.

52. D. and ~1., p. 49. Sp I, p. 73. Vap. p. 3ell). Mv XIV, 3·
53. Mv xii., 53. S1' I.. p. 69. Vap, p. 311). D. and 1\1., p. 4fl.
54. Adikararn, p. 3·
.'i5. Sp. 1., p. 6el.
56. Malalasekera sheds little fresh light on the sources and the contents of the Vap

or on its authorship either in his Introduction or Notes to the Val'. He ignores the
controversy between Geiger and Franke which brought out much new information on
the manner of the construction of the Dv. He does not show how far the views of scholars
like Geiger need revision in the light of the new material that has been collected in works
like Przyluski's Le Concile de Rajagrha and La Legendc de t'Empet'elty Asoka. He does
not go sufficiently into the implications of the detailed comparisons of the Mv accounts
with those in the Sp and the Dv that were given in the Thesis on which this article is
based. These drawbacks, however, do not take away the merits of his edition of the
Pa.li Text with its variant. readings and comments on them which make a valuable con-
tribution to the study of the )\'[v~

9

43. The Culava.Z!I.sa, I., p. 35, n. 2.

44. One may not always agree with Adikararu's conclusions on matters of Ceylon
history, but one cannot help noticing the patient and thorough manner he had examined
his material and the extent of the fresh light he has shed on the ancient commentaries.

45. Adikaram : Early History of Buddhism if! Ceylon p. 11.

46. Ibid. p. 14.

47. Ibid. pp. I6, 22 and xvii.

43. D. and 1\1., p. 64.

41). Adikaram, p. 13. This probably explains how the Pali Commentaries were
able to refer to one another. This could not have been possible had they not been based
on earlier Sinhalese Commentaries.
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In his Introduction to the Yap Malalasekera deals with many of the
problems discussed by Oldenbcrg, Geiger and Adikaram. He rejects their
'view that the POYi1'tui were a definite commentary. He prefers to hold on to
the view he expressed many years ag057 that they are merely sayings of the
ancients quoted by different writers. There is undoubtedly some ground for
his view. The quotations from the PVYiir.ui clearly deal with a large variety
of subjects. He could have added that in the Saddhamma Sar.tgaha~8 even
verses which occur in the Cidaoamsa dealing with events of the fifth century
A.D. are called sayings of the ancients. But this and the arguments he puts
forward do not express anything more than a contrary view. They do not
prove that the commentary called the Porihl-aHlwkathii. did not include the
older sayings of the ancients. 59

Malalasekera disagrees w-ith Geiger to some extent also in regard to the
relationship between the SAkMv and the My. "Mahanama," wrote Geiger
who appears to have based his view on the evidence of the Vap, " could not
yet rise quite above his material. I-Ie confined himself to his source to the
best of his power. It is clear that certain sections in the M. are merely versifi-
cations of the corresponding passage in the original work. Often Mahanama
adopted the Pali verses of the original unchanged into his work, especially if
they bore an authoritative character. That is the case, for example, where
the D. and M. agree word for word. Mahanama is no genius, and his work
is not a literary performance of the first rank; nevertheless the M. signifies in
comparison with the D., a great aesthetic advance.t"? But says Malala-
sekera, .. The Tfka would also have us believe that the translation (into Pali)
followed the original in its subject matter, if not word for word, at least very
closely, and that only the style was changed. This, however, is not quite the
case, as will appear in the sequel, and the ;\1l.lv. should be considered rather
as an adaptation, a work of an eclectic character, the author having obtained
his material from diverse sources, sifted them w-ith great care and attention
to accuracy of detail, according to his own Iights."'"

The last phrase 'according to his own lights' may cover much. The author
of the 1\1v no doubt attempted to give a complete account lacking nothing.
He avoided in his statements diffuseness, over-condensation, and repetitions
and sometimes used other sources to correct and amplify his account;"
Bat a close examination of his work makes it clear that he did not sift his
material with such great care and attention to accuracy of detail'< and, as
Geiger has shown, that he did not deviate much from his original.

One of the causes that led Malalasekera to come to his view appears to
have been the assumption that the double versions given in the Dv were both
derived from the SAkMv.61 That he took this for granted is not surprising
as both Olden berg awl Geiger did not think such an assumption unjustifiable.
But they were guarded in their statements. "A great part sf the Dipavamsa."
said Oldenberg, "has the appearance not of an independent continuous work,
but of a composition of such single stanzas extracted from a work or works
like that AHhakathft."65 ., We may assume," wrote Geiger, "that the
original work may have already contained different recensions, which were
indebted for their origil'l to oral tradition, and that they had been placed
directly side by side in order to give the whole content of the tradition; but
there remains the other possibility that the compiler of the Dv as well as the
Ak l\f. of the Mahavihara from which Mahanama's work was produced, also
made use of a second source.t''"

Thus according to Geiger it is possible that a considerable amount of the
adaptation, which Malalasekera attributes to the author of the Mv, was the
work of the authors of the SAkM v themselves. This seems to have been the
case, as the Yap does not seem to refer to such double versions in the SAkM v.
The repetitions there seem to have been of a different type. "We are able
from the MT. to form an idea," wrote Geiger, "of the way in which such
repetitions came occasionally to be made. Messages were given most probably
in the same words at the sending of the order as at the delivery of the message
Thus, e.g. in 2\L 3r,. IS Sonuttara was sent by the monastery to fetch from the
N aga king the relics of the Buddha that had been guarded by him. It is said
that this corresponded with a prophecy of the Buddha, who at his death
ordered that a dona should be deposited in Lanka in the Mahathupa with his

57. Pali Literature of Ceylon, p. 92. This work will be referred to hereafter by tile
ahbreviation P.L.e.

58. Journal of the Pali Society 1890, p. 57·
59. Malalasckera repeats exhaustively but briefly what Adikaram says Oil the

subject, (Val', p. lxi) ; but he does not meet adequately the arguments put forward by
Geiger and Ad ikararn for their view. He sees a contradiction in Geiger who believed
the SAk\Iv was an independent work and also identified it with the Poriif'laHhakathii
which contained matter other than historical. It has been shown already that this
contradiction is only apparent and not real. Under these circumstances one cannot help
preferring the view of Oldenberg, Geiger and Adikaram who appear tohave made a more
thorough study of the subject. See also Adikaram (p. 22) for his reasons for disagreement
with Malalasekera.

60. D. and 1\1., p. 09. See also p. 63.
61. Vap, p. lvii.

62. Mv I, pp. 1-4. Vap, p. 31<).
63. A close examination of th~ Mv shows that its author has put together

accounts which do not always agree in matters of detail.

64. Vap, p. lx.
65. The Drpavalllsa, p. 6. The italice are not in the original.
66. D. and M.; p. 68. Rhys Davids wrote of the Dv in J.R.A.S., 1905. P: 391 :

" It is the outcome of a fairly large number of previous works."
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relics. When Sonuttara came to the Naga king, it says in M. 31, 48 merely
vatv/idhikiiram, that he executed the order. But in the T. (4I3, 22)(,7 the words
were again repeated: deoirula, mama atthasu sariradh(itztdO~uslI cka7]7,donam.
Lankfrdipe M a!tiithupe nidhiina:Wl bhaoissati.

., The following is another example. As Dutthagamani felt his end
drawing near, he ordered that his bed should be carried out, so that he could
once more see the masterpieces of his life, the Lohapasada and the Mahathupa.
Many monks carne there in order to get news of the condition of the
sick man. Among them the king missed the Thera Puttabhaya. The MT.
(424, 3 to M. 32, II) relates the following story with reference to this. He
had been one of the ten heroes of Dutthagamani and after the defeat of the
Damna had become a monk, in order to fight against a still worse foe, against
• desire.' This is merely a repetition of the story already related in 1\1. 26,
2, 4. Such a repetition may also have been found in the Ak.

"In a similar way, the history of Bhatiya and his visit to the relic
chamber of the Mahathfipa is anticipated (}'[T. 401, Il)69 with reference to
its description (according to }L 30, 97). and recurs i~:'If. 34, 49 in the history
of the reign of this-king."?"

All this tends to show that there is 110 definite evidence for assuming that
these double versions of the Dv were derived from the SAkMv, and it seems
better to accept with Geiger the judgment of the Vap that the author of the
Mv followed the original very closely in its subject matter and that only the
style was changed.

What then can we conclude about the origins of the Dv, the Sp, the Mv,
and the SAkMv? That the Mv was based em a Sinhalese chronicle is beyond
doubt in spite of the assertion of Franke. The author of the Vap says that
the Sinhalese chronicle, the SAkM v, also called the Porii1UtHhakathii, belonged
to the Mahavihara, and was a prose work in the Sinhalese dialect." He
makes it clear that the ;\1ahdv{l1(tsa of the ancients referred to in the Pali
Mv is this work and that it contained the faults of over-condensation, prolixity
and repetition."

Similarly the Sp too was based on a Sinhalese work. Its author says that
its chief source was the },faJzlitthakathii.13 He wrote this Pali work as the

67· Vap, p. 570.
68. Vap, p. 586.
09. Vap. p. 548.
70. D. and 1\1., p. 67.
71. Vap, pp. 36, 42, 48.
72. Ibid. p. 46.
73. Sp, p. 2.
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explanations in the language of the Sihaladipa were of no avail to the bhikkhus
outside the island. The section of the MahiitthakatM on which it was based,
as already shown, appears to have been the Vi1~ayaHhakafhii.

The sources of the Sp and tl~e Mv, though different, handed down the
same tradition as they both belonged to the Mahavihara,l4 In fact a close
examination of these two Pali works shows that the two accounts are very
similar and rarely contradict each other. The Mv certainly gi"es more infor-
mation about most matters dealt with in the Sp, but its accounts are as a rule
only expanded versions of the material in the latter work. There is also
sometimes verbal agreement between the Sp and the M\', and in more than one
case Pali verses in the Sp, which form a definite part of the story and cannot
be excluded, arc incorporated in the Mv even without a verbal change."

Was the Dv similarly based on a Sinhalese work? The Dv itself says
nothing about its source. But Oldenberg and Geiger, as we have seen, believed
that it was based on the SAkM v of the Mah5.vihara, though both of them
admitted the possibility that the Dv may owe some of its material to other
sources. On the other hand Franke, though he did not question the view that
the D\- belonged to the Mahavihara, believed it to be an independent work

based on no other written source.
Does Franke in fact contradict Oldenberg and Geiger? Oldenberg was

of opinion that the D\' was not a continuous work but a composition of single
stanzas extracted from a work or works like the Atthakathii. . He also attributed
the repetitions and omissions to this peculiar method of compilation.

76
Geiger

thought that the author of the Dv confined himself especially to the material
that was already in Pali in the AH/t(LkatJui, interspersed throughout. Thus
in their opinion the Dv was not' an independent work but a stringing together
of fragments {rom the SAkillv. In other words the sections thns strung
together conkl haw been original compositions.

77

These. according to Geiger, seem to have formed the oldest part of the
SAkMv and 3. part of the oral tradition. "The oldest part," says Geiger,
" reaches back to monastic tradition, which originally was carried on from
mouth to mouth. Oral tradition without doubt played .an important part
in the history of ancient Buddhism in Ceylon. Each tradition may have been
composed of legends, following particular events and personalities: thus, for
example, the visit of Buddha to the Island, the mission of l\Iahinda, the arrival
of the sacred Be-tree. A part of these legends were written in Pali verse;

74. D. and M .. pp. 4C} and 70.

75. Ibid. pp. 70-73 .:
76. The Dipiwa>JIsa. p. 6.
77. D. and M., p. 5· I3
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they form the backbone of the whole story; the reciter would thus with their
help retain in his memory the whole course of the action. The verses were
bound together by independent prose, in the ancient Sinhalese tongue."78
Thus the disagreement between Franke on. the aile hand and Oldenberg and
Geiger on the other on this point seems to be marc apparent than real.

But were all these Pali verses in the D\', as Oklcnberg and Geiger
imagined, extracted from the SAkMv? Geiger himself, as noticed earlier, ad-
mitted the possibility that the SAkMv had fewer Pfili verses than he originally
imagined. But cannot one go further and ask whether the Dv was based
on the SAk:\lv at all? Is it not possible that it, or at least most of it, was
based on oral tradition and not on the SAkMv ?

There is no doubt, as Oldenberg and Geiger have shown, that there is a
great similarity between the Dv on the one hand and the Sp and the Mv on
the other. The l\Iv in its material is similar to the Dv and generally follows
the order of the Dv, though its accounts are much longer and fuller. The Sp,
the earlier work, is even closer to the Dv in language and at times in the
arrangement of matter. Further some of the verses found interspersed in
the Sp and the Vap as well as some verses in the Mv are identical with, or
almost t he same as, some in the Dv, the differences of those in the Sp being
due to improvements in language and metre. Besides the Dv covers the
same period of time, and like the Mv ends with Mahasena in whose reign the
persecution of. the bhikkhus of the Mahavihara and the destruction of some
of its buildings probably led to the conclusion of the first part at the 1\1v.

But does it necessarily follow from all this that the Dv too was based on
the SAk~iv? The At(.lzakatha Mahiiva1!"sa of the Uttaravihara.w as Geiger
has shown from the evidence drawn from the Vap, does not seem to have
been very different from the SAk~I v except in matters of detail. ~o Hence
could not the Dv have been a chronicle of some other uiluira like the Thupa-
rama.jwhich was closely associated with the Mahavihara and probably suffered
equally from the persecution of Mahasena ? In fact the Dv seems to attach
greater importance to the Thuparama than the Mahavihara."!

The similarity of many verses in the D\' and the ~1v is natural as both
the Dv and the SAk::\l\' seem to have followed a common oral tradition at
least to the corning of Mahinda.f" But to judge from the Uttaravihiira

AUhakatM there is no reason why there should not be similarity in verses in
later accounts toO.83 The only verses that need be considered are those
which are identical or very similar.t+ The author of the Sp, or more probably
the author of the VinayaHhakatlui., knew the Dv as he quotes from it.8s

Hence it is not strange if he borrowed any verses from the Dv, even if it is
assumed for the moment that he did not obtain the verses from oral tradition •
common to the many viharas. All the verses common to the Dv and the Mv
in the earlier chapters are also common to the Sp.80 Since the author of
the Mv knew the Vinayatthakathii ann made use of it even to correct the
SAkMv, he could have borrowed them from the VAk or the Sp, if it is again
assumed that the SAk~l\' did not obtain the common verses from oral tradition.
Two such verses, not common to the Sp, in a later chapter deal with the
writing down of the Pali Canon and the Commentaries. These, as Geiger
points out, along with two other verses give "th.e impression that they
were officially stamped by tradition, and therefore the words were fixed in
the same way for the author of the Dv as for the author of the M."87 The
other verses common to the Dv and the ~fv occur in one chapter of the Dv
in a second version which appears to have been harrowed along with other
second versions in the Dv from another source;" These second versions
appear to be closer to the Mv than the rest, and may have been borrowed
from the Mahavihara itself or from some other vihiira of the Theravadins,

In fact the Sp (or the Yak) seems to look upon the Dv as a work distinct
from the Porlit),aUlIakatha. The Sp has three quotations from the Poriit),a.
The first of these gives a list of the theras of Ceylon who handed down the
Vinaya.89 The second and the third deal with the corning of Mahinda??
and these are also found in the DvY There are some more quotations in
the Sp, but they are said to be from the DV.92 They deal with the relations
between Asoka and Devanampiya Tissa, a subject not included in the contents

•
83· Ibid. PP···50, 51, 63·
84. Geiger believed the verses common to the lJv and the Mv were borrowed by

each from the SAkMv.

85· Sp, p. 75·
86. Mv iv~ .'\7, 58. xi, 28, 2<). xi, 31b. xi, 34. xiv, 8.

Dv iv, 49. v, 22. xi, 33. xii, I. xii, 4a. xii,S· xii, 51.
Sp, pp. 33-35. p. 75·P· 76. p. 76. p. 74·

87. D. and M., p. 10.
88. Dv xxi, 21b, 28. 29, 30, 31, 32 and 33, 51, 56a, 66.

Mv xxxvi, 4a. xxxv, II5. 123. xxxvi, 1,6, 18 and 19,57. 105. xxxvii, I.
89. Sp, p. 62. This Iist appears also in the Parilliira (p. 2). but not in the Dv

though it seems to have formed a part of it once. See Dv, p. 204.

90. Sp, pp. 70, 71.
91. Dv xii, pp. 12-13 and 33-37.
92. Sp, pp. 75-16.

78. D. and M.• p. 65.
79. The Abhayagiri Vihara,
So. D. and M., p. 50.

81. Cf. Dv xv, 34; xvii, I (also Sp, p. 99) with Mv xv, 51. Malalasek.era quotes
an extract from Nevill who suggests that the Dv was a work of the nuns and not of the
MaM.viha.ra. P.L.C .. p. 135. See also Epigraphia Zeylanica iv. p. 278.

82. D. and M., p. 64.
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recorded in the first three lines of the Dv, which are common to the PoratHl.
If the Dv merely gave extracts from or reproduced in Pali what was already
in the Pmary'itthakatlu1, it is str angc that the Sp should give the Pori'ir,wl as
the source for two passages contained also in the Dv and attribute the other
quotations to the D\'.

The Kathiivatthlt,pakara·lJa also quotes once from the Dv, but what it
extracts is the passage about the heretical schools which finds no mention ill

the Sp or the Mv and thus probably formed no part of the SAk]\!v or the other
works of the Mahavihara.P"

There is still another reason for thinking that the Dv originally was not
based on the Sinhalese works on which the Sp and the Mv depended. It
clearly belongs to an earlier stratum of tradition. Almost all the accounts
in it are much shorter, and it does not refer at all to some of the episodes related
in the Sp and the Mv. It mentions fewer places as visited by the Buddha.
It makes no reference to Tissa, the brother of Asoka, and says that Asoka
killed all his brothers. It knows of a western route from India to Ceylon,
but not an eastern route !~ke the Sp and the Mv, It refers to buildings not
mentioned in the Mv, and sometimes credits a building to a king other than
the one mentioned in the 1\1v.

The Dv has also traditions about the death of the Buddha and of the
Third Buddhist Council which appear to show that it assumed dates for the
death of the Buddha and Asoka's consecration different from those of the
Sp and the 1\1v according to which Buddha died on the 'full-moon day of
Vesakha and Asoka was consecrated 218 years after the Parinibbana, The
statement in the Dv that Mahinda arrived 236 years after the death of the
Buddha?+ docs not agree with another that the first consecration of Deva-
narnpiya Tissa took place also in the 237th year.P- These 1\\'0 statements
can be reconciled only if it is assumed that the Buddha died 110tJton the full-
moon day of Vesakha, but on some other date like the 8th day of the second
half of Kattik a (September-October). which the Sarvastivadins considered
to be the date of the Parinibhana.v" The Dv traditions that the Third Buddhist
Council took place IIR years after the death of the Buddha'" ~em to assume
that Asoka was consecrated only a hundred years later. This again is a view
held in the Sarvasti vadin works, the Divy(ivadaJIl and the A uad dna 'Sataka.9S

Do these dates too belong to an earlier stratum of tradition?

93. J.P.T.S., 1909, p. 3; Dv v, 30-~~3; Kathavattlui Atthakath.a, p. 123.
94. Dv XV, 71; xii,44; xvii, 88.
95. Ibid. xxvii, 78.
96. J .RA.S., 1909, p. 1. l\Iv Eng. Trs., p. xxxi.
97. Dv T, 24, 25; V, 55-5!).
98. E. J. Thomas: Theravadin and Sarvastivadin Dates of the Nirvana. B. C.

Law Volume, pp. 18-20.
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The Dv was probably not even a work of the Mahavihara, The author
of the Yap takessgrcat pains to note differences between the Mv and other
works such as the At?/wlw.tliu. He points out. for instance, that the Uttara-
vihara AHhalwtitu leaves out King Cetiya from the genealogy of the Buddha.P?
The AUhallat1ui says that Pandukabhaya sojourned on the Dolapabbata five
years and on the Arit.thapabbata six years whereas the !'IIv gives four and
seven years. roo He even refers to verbal differences. He says for the phrase
divam gaio the AWtakathil has kiilal1l akiisi deualokam gaio,'?' The Vi1la-
yatpwkathii uses oisajjesi in place of adiisi?" But the author of the Yap never
refers to the differences between the D\· and the Mv. He mentions a D'ipa-
uamsa At(lzakathii, "'3 hut, like the author of the Mv, 104 never refers to the Dv
itself. If the Dv was based on even an older tradition of the Mahavihaa
it is likely that the author of the Vap would have made some reference to it.

Thus the Dv seems to be an independent work with little or no direct
connection with the SAkl\lv. But it docs not follow, as Franke assumed,
that it stands on its own tottering feet. Similarly all the accounts in the
SAkMv need not necessarily be inventions of its authors. As Franke himself
pointed out the language of the Dv clearly show the influence of the [iitak«,
Cariyiipitakn. and the Buddhauamsa, A close examination of the Dv, the Sp
and the Mv show that some of the episodes and stories in them such as those

<
of Vijaya, Pandukabhaya and Nigrodha are based on Jatakas while certain
other accounts show that they have been amplified or embellished with detail!'>
from these tales.

The ancient historical tradition of Ceylon reveals also the influence of
many other Pali works. The chief of them are the M ahiivagga and the
Cullauagga of the Vin.aya Piiaka, the Mahaparinibbana Snttanta of the Digha
Nikiiya and the Pali Commentaries.

• Another work that contains some of the traditions common to the chronicles
of Ceylon is the Asokiivadci1ta. A considerable portion of the material in the
Dv, the Sp and the Mv appears to have been borrowed from it or from other
sources utilized by the authors of this work. The Asokiivaduna is also a work
which has grown with time. The original accounts in it have been amplified

99. Mv ii, 3; Yap, p. 125.
100. Mv x, 45; Yap, pp. 287 and 290.
101. Mv viii, 3: Yap, p. 268.
102. Mv v, 83; Yap, p. 207.
103. This is clearly not the Dv as the references arc not to its contents.
104. Geiger believed that the author of the Mv was familiar with the Dv. "That

the Dv was known to the author of the Mv is quite certain, and it is not at all unlikely
that he, here and there, borrowed from it, considering the Indian's way of working in such
cases." D. and 1'1., p. 16. There is no conclusive evidence for such an assumption.
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and new episodes have been added to it. The Sp and the Mv show that some
of the legends included in the later forms of this wo~ were known in
Ceylon.

What conclusions may we draw from all this about the growth of the
ancient historical tradition at Ceylon?

The Dv undoubtedly contains the oldest form of the tradition. But it
is not the work of one author or of a single century. As Olden berg and Geiger
point out it is clearly a compilation. The different parts have been composed
by different persons at different times. This is evident from the variety in
style. Some passages, if the interpolations are omitted, are free from irre-
gularities in metre and mistakes in grammar. Some accounts have one part
in one metre and another ill another metre. Some, like the accounts of
Vijaya give only a summary of the story. Others, like the visits of the Buddha
and the bringing of the Be-tree, are narrated in greater detail. Some passages
give only the speeches without any mention of the speakers, while others.
which give the speakers, seem to represent a more developed form of such
speeches. The double accounts seem to be derived from two different sources.
The first accounts probably belonged to the vihara that produced the Dv,
while the second accounts belonged to another. The memory verses'"!
show how some of the.stories were remembered before the ballads themselves
were composed. Some parts, such as the account of the life of the Buddha,
seem to have been based on Pali prose passages of the Canon. It is often quite
clear that couplets have been introduced to connect independent ballads or
parts of ballads. Most of the sentences expressed in a single line, many lines
occuring in sentences which are expressed in three lines, many lines either
metrically or grammatically wrong, and many lines which obviously consist
of commentarial matter may have been added to the original verses at the
time of compilation or even later. r of

The Dv appears to have existed before the VinayaUlwkathii was written
in the first century A.D. But at that time the narrative is not likely to have
extended much beyond "the introduction of Buddhism to the island. Such
a work could have been either made up from oral tradition or extracted, as
Olden berg and Geiger imagined, from one or more written sources. Obviously
the rest must have been added to this nucleus either from time to time or about
the fourth century in which the last king referred to in it lived. Even if the
additions were made still later the material itself is not likely to have belonged
to a period later than the fourth century. 1"7

105. D. and M., p. 8.
106. See also D. and M., pp. 5-26, 66.
107. For the views of Oldenberg and Geiger, see D. and M., p. 43.
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The different parts or the Dv may be further apportioned to different
centuries. Some sections, like the visits of the Buddha may belong to the
first century B.C. I08 The predictions about the buildings of the Mahavihara
by Mahinda may belong to the second half of the first century A.D. or even
later as the account is fuller than that in the Sp which was based on the
VinayatthakatMt probably written not earlier than the middle of the first
century A.D. Perhaps the most that can be concluded at present is that the
contents of the Dv range from the first century B.C. to the fourth century A.D.

The work that seems to come next to the Dv is the SAkMv. As Geiger
points out, " This' Mahavamsa of the ancients' is certainly not a work com-
pleted at one time; it took the form in which Mahanama found it, quite
gradually in the course of generations. New episodes were always being added
on, so that in time it assumed more and more the character of a chronicle.Y'"?

If the view of Olden berg, Geiger and Adikaram is accepted that that the
term Porii?}a referred to a definite AUhakatha, it is clear that the SAkMv
existed when the VinayaHhakathii was written. This, in its original form,
may have dealt only with the topics mentioned in the proem of the Dv : the
.visits of the Buddha, the bringing of the relics and of the Be-tree, of Buddhism
and the Pali Canon and the Atthakathii arid the coming of Vijaya.'!" But
as far as it can be judged from the evidence in the Vap, which shows that the
SAkMv did not differ much from the Mv, its author does not seem to have
merely reproduced in Sinhalese the oral tradition in the form found in the Dv,
though he often keeps to the original language and quotes Pali verses, .but
appears to have revised and added to it in accordance with the new information
that was available to him.

This first part was probably written down about the time of Vattagamani
Abhaya in whose reign, according to the Dv and the Mv the Sinhalese Com-
mentaries were written down.' l I According to the Nikiiya Swngraha; 12

the writing was done at Aluviharc near Matale after the famine that followed
the rebellion of the Brahmin Tissa. The rest of the Chronicle must have
been written from time to time by different persons in the Mahavihara. The
work of adding seems to have continued even after the Mv was composed. II 3

J08. The fact that the language of some parts of the Dv has been influenced by the
Buddhavamsa and the Cariya-pitak a unfortunately is of no assistance to get at the earliest
possible date of the earliest balla.ds as no serious attempt has yet been made to fix the
dates of these works.

109. D. and M., p. 66; See also Yap, p. lix.
110. D. and M., p. 69. This can also be assumed from the fact that the Sp quotes

from the Dv in dealing with a topic outside these contents. Buddhaghosa need not have
done this. The author of the YAk was no doubt responsible for it.

III. Dv xx, 20-21; Mv xxxiii, lozb-10411•
II2. Colombo. 1908, p. 10.

II3. D. and M., p. 27·
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The VinayaHhakatha comes next in order. Its author knew the Para?'}/]
as well as the Dv. He borrowed material either oral or written from other
sources toO."4 According to Adikaram this work appears to have been
written in the latter half of the first century A.D. as the phrase yava ajjatana
already referred to applies to about this period of time. II5

The Sama,ntaP,isadikii, II6 the Pali Commentary, the introduction of which
gives an account of the early history of Ceylon, seems to have been based on
the Vinayat!-hakathti. It contains additional information not given in the
MV."7 According to Adikaram Buddhaghosa wrote it at the request of
Buddhasiri having learnt the Sinhalese Commentaries from Buddhamitta
while residing in the building erected to the east of the Mahavihara by the
Minister Mahanigarna. ,,8 Buddhaghosa probably derived the additional
information from the other commentaries he consulted. In addition to the
Afahiitt:hakathii he mentions two others by name, the Iv[ahiipaccari and the
Kurundi. According to the Saratthadipani and the Vimativinodani; the
others he consulted were the Andhaka AUhakatha and the Sankhepa Aitha-
katMi, but according to the Vaji1'ab/~ddhi they were the Andhaka Atthakathii
and the Culla paccari+'?

It is possible to fix more definitely the date of the Samantapiisiidika.
According to Adikaram the writing of the Commentary was begun in the
twentieth year and completed in the twenty-first year of King Sirinivasa.':"
Sirinivasa is an honorific applied at least to one other king. 12l The king
referred to here appears to be Mahanama, who reigned from 409 to 431.
Hence the date of the S,m~antaPiis(ldl:kii may be said to be 430.

The 1\1v is undoubtedly a later work than the Sp, but there is no evidence
in it to fix its date. In the Vap, though at times the names of other theras
are given, 122 the author of the Mv is always referred to as acariya,123 a term
used for the writers of the Commentaries; but, in a colophon at the end of it,
the author of the Mv is said to he Mahanama of the parive~1a built by the
<commander of the troops, Dlghasanda.t= According to the Mv Dighasanda

J 14. Ibid. p. 48.
lI5. Adikararn, p. 87.
1J6. See D. and M., pp. 70-73, for a full analysis of this work. See also Yap, p.lxvii.
1I7. Yap, pp. 146, 239 and lxxi.
1I8. Adikaram, p. 5.
II9. J.R.A.S. Vol. V, p. 298. Adikaram p. 12.
120.· Adikaram, p. 5. See also Samantapasiidik(i (Sinhalese Edition) p. 427.

121. Adikararn, p. 9. The Parakumbt: Siriia of the fif teen th century refers to
~lah;lnama as Mahanarn Sirinives (Mahanama Sirin ivasa) .

122. Yap, p. 47.

123. See D. and M., p. 32.

124. Yap, p. 687.
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was the senapati of Devanampiya Tissa. He built a little pasada with eight
great pillars for Mahinda, and this famous parioena, the home of renowned
men, was called the Dighasandasenapatiparive)Ja.125

• Who was this Mahanama and when did he live? The only thera known
to have lived in the Dighasanda Parivena is the uncle of King Dhatusena, but
there is nothing to show that his name was Mahanama.' " A Mahanarna is
mentioned in the Cidaoamsa,"? but according to the readings given by
Geiger he lived in the Dighana or Dighasana Vihara. Therefore these two
theras need not be the same person unless it can be proved that the Dighasana
Vihiira and the Dighasanda Pariuena are two different names for the same
place. 128 Hence the evidence is insufficient to show that either of these was
the author of the Mv,

Two questions arise from the foregoing. Was the statement in the
colophon of the Vap based on a reliable tradition or was it a guess from the
passages in the Cu!avarJLsa referred to in the previous paragraphs? If the
latter is the case, the tradition is of no value, If the former is right, who
was this Mahanama P Is it valid to accept him, according to the Ceylon

. tradition, as the uncle of Dhatusena as well as the Mahanama of the Dighasana
Vihara ? This tradition seems to have no antiquity.v? and only casts doubts
on the authority of the statement in the colophon of the Vap itself.

Adikaram points out that a thcra by the name of Mahanama, while
living in a vihara built by the Minister Uttaramanti, wrote the Saddhamma-
ppakasi·ni, the Pali Commentary on the PatisambhidCilltaggtt, in the third year
after the death of Moggallana I (i.e. about A.D. 516).130 So far no one has
connected this Mahanama, who too lived in the sixth century A.D., with the
authorship of the :1I-[v. '3'

Geiger first placed the Mv in the last quarter of the fifth century on the
ground th~t its author was the Mahanama who lived in the reign of Moggallana

125. xv, 212-213.

126. Cu'/ava1/Ha xxxviii. 16.
127. Ibid. xxxix. 42.

J28. For a discussion on this question, set) D. and M. ,po 4I and p. 140. In these
it is assumed that Mahanarna Iived in the Dighasanda Parivcna and not in Dighana or
Dighasana Vihara. Geiger thinks that on grounds of age that these two cannot be the
same but Malalasekera thinks otherwise. See also Cillava'I!Lsa, Eng. Trs. I p. 48, n. J.

Geiger gives no reason for assuming that the Dighasanda Parivena and the Dighiisana
Vihdr a arc the same.

129. P.L.C., p. 140. Yap, p. civ.
130. Adikaram, p. 9.

131. Malalasekera in his P.L.C., p. 144, appears to identify this Mahanarna with
the author of the Yap. It is not clear why he thinks that the two Mahanamas men-
tioned in an inscription at Buddha Gaya are the authors of the Mv and Yap respectively.
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in the Dighasana Vihara, which at that time was believed to be the Dighasanda
Parivena.'>' Later he placed it in the sixth century depending on Fleet's
translation of the passage in the Ciilauamsa referred to earlier. 133 Since he
rejected later the view that this passage referred to the Mv, other evidence
has to be sought to fix the date of the Mv.

The only piece of evidence available suggests that the Mv was composed
some time after the visit of Fa Hsien to Ceylon at the beginning of the fifth
century. There is no reference either in the Dv or the Sp to imply that the
bowl of the Buddha was in Ceylon. According to Fa Hsien he learnt from
an Indian in Ceylon that it was at first at Vaisali and then in Gandhara.
According to the Mv it was in Ceylon. Thus it is perhaps best to place the lVIv
in the sixth century, the date suggested by Geiger though on other grounds. '34

There is also no definite evidence to fix the date of the Yap. Geiger placed
it between 1,000 and I2So. The author of the Yap lived after the reign of
Dathopa Tissa, n (650-658), as he refers in his work to Dathopa Tissa, the
nephew.v" TheVap was not later than the thirteenth century as its author
does not seem to have known the later additions to the Mv while the author
of the Pali ThupavarJtsa, which belongs to the thirteenth century, made use
of the Yap. Geiger also took into account the possibility that the Yap was
later than the J.VIahdbodhiuamsa, This made him place the Yap after 1000.'36

Malalasekera did not accept the view that the author of the Yap knew
the 111ahahodhiuamsa, 137 This would place the Yap any time between 658
and 1250. But Malalasekera placed it at first in the seventh or eighth century
on the belief that the Sinhalese sources on which the Yap was based disappeared
not long after the ]';Iv was written. He appears to have been influenced also
by the Ceylon tradition which attributed the Yap too to Mahanama, the
author of the Mv. He did not agree that the same person was responsible
for both these works, but he seems to have thought that the mistake was due
to the fact that the Yap followed the Mv closely. But both these are assump-
tions which have yet to be established.

In the Yap Malalasekera places it in the eighth or ninth century, '38 since
the author of the Mv is said to have lived in the sixth century and two centuries

I32. D. and M" p, 42:. The date is based on the reckoning that Buddha died in
544 B.C. an j not 483 B.C.

I33. XXXVIll, 59. Mv Eng. Trs., p. xi.
I34. D. and M., p. 32. Indian Culture I, p. 565, Louis Finot: Notes on the

Singhalese Tradition relating to Buddha's Relics.

I35. Yap, p. I76.
136. D. and 1\1., p. 32.
I37· P.L.C., p. 143·
I38. Yap, pp. civ-cix,
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were sufficient for the development of the variant readings referred to in the
'Vap, He gives also additional arguments for placing it earlier than Geiger.
He now thinks the fact that the author of the 1\1v was not the same as the
author of the Yap does not preclude the possibility that the author of the
Vap was also called Mahanama, He then hints that the author of the Yap may
be the second Mahanama of the Buddha Gaya inscription, who is said to
have been born in Ceylon. '39

Geiger pointed out that the name Samagalla mentioned in the Mv had
changed into Moragalla when the Yap was written. '40 Earlier Malalasekera
wrote: "It is clear that many years had elapsed between the original work
and its tikii, sufficiently long to allow the name of a village to have undergone
change."I41 Now he says: "But this means nothing in point of time.
We do not know the circumstances in which the change occurred; such a change
may take place sometimes in one day, as happened, I believe, in the Great
European War."I42

Malalasekera also points out that the Maluibodhioamsa attributed to the
tenth century is in style more involved and more plentiful in ornamental
epithets than the Yap, and therefore the Yap is likely to be older than the
M ahiibodhivarJtsa. '43

Malalasekera's attempt seems to be not so much to discover the date of
the Yap as to maintain as far as possible the view taken earlier that it belonged
to the seventh or eighth century. The fact that the author of the 1\1v was
a person different from the author of the Vap certainly does not preclude
the possibility of the author of the Yap being a Mahanama, But what
grounds are there to accept a tradition, first recorded by Tumour, that he was
called Mahanama ? Can one connect the Mahanamas of the Buddha Gaya
inscription merely on the ground of the similarity of names and the fact that
the second of them was born in Ceylon with the authorship of the My and the
Vap? Could a name of a village have changed even in those times in a day?
Can any other such instance be quoted? Does it necessarily follow that the
Yap is older than the Mcduibodhioams« because the latter, a poem, is in
style more involved and more plentiful in ornamental epithets? ,

Geiger, has shown that the first part of the Ciilanamsa was most
probably composed not in the thirteenth century, as Malalasekera 'had
suggested, 144 but at the end of the twelfth century or at the beginning of the

139· Yap, p. cv , Corpus Iriscript.ionum Indicarum III, p, 274.
140. Mv xxxiii , 53; Yap, p, 616; D. and M. p. 33.
I4I. P.L.C., p. 143.
142• Yap, p. cv.
143. Ibid. p. cvii.
144· P.L.C., p. 215.
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thirteenth. r j j Therefore, we may conclude that the Vap was probably written
not earlier than the eighth century and not later than the twelfth century.
Perhaps we may go further and say that in all probability it was written about
the time of Parakramabahu the Great (II53-IIR6) when the other tikiis or
sub-commentaries were written on the earlier commentaries of Buddhaghosa. q6

If we do that we shall have to go back closer to the view of Geiger ratber than
that of Malalasckera.

Thus we see that Geiger's Dipai'al!ISa un:! i11alulvaJ!ISil still continues to
be the most complete and most reliable work on the subject of the ancient
chronicles of Ceylon. The conclusions arrived at by Franke and Malalasekera
which go against its views are hardly tenable. The modifications of his views.
made by Geiger himself in his Introduction to his English Translation of the
:'IIv have to be rejected as they were based on an incorrect inference of Fleer;

But in the light of evidence now available a few of the conclusions of this
work have to be revised. Adikaram has supplied evidence to conclude that
the Sp was based on the Vinayattlzakathii and not on the SAkMv. He has
also supplied more definite dates for the Vinayatthakathii and the Sp, and
thereby also for the SAk}Iv. Geiger's own research has shown that it is not
possible to fix the date of the :\Iv from evidence from the Ciilauamsa even if
the author of the Mv, as the colophon of the Vap says, was one Mahanama
who lived in the Djghasanda Parivena of the Mahavihara. Further the
available evidence sbows that the Dv was neither based on the SAkMv nor
belonged to tbe Mahavihara as was inferred by Oldenberg and Geiger and
generally accepted by other scholars on the basis of their arguments.

G. C. 1\lENDIS.

145. Indian Historical Quarterly Vol. VI No.2 p. 207.
146. P.L.C., pp. 190-193. l\Ialalasekera's view that the Sinhalese sources on which

the Vap was based disappeared not long after the Mv was wrtttenis not tenable. There
is definite evidence to show that they existed in the tenth century and there is no reason
to think that they did not exist in the thirteenth century. See J. de Lanerolle : Simhol a
Siihitya Li-pi p. 23· .
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THE essence of the cCJr:.ceptionof property is that. it is an institution like
. marriage or the legislature or the church. In this connection it is

necessary to guard against the popular mistake of confusing the
meaning of the two different concepts "institution" and "association."
Institutions are not associations just as brushes are not paintings. They are
the " instruments or devices by which modes of associations are formed and
maintained and by which their special functions are fulfilled." I The asso-
ciation known as the" family," for instance, is formed and is being maintained
by the social institution known by the name of " marriage."

The second popular mistake which must be avoided in a paper like this
is that of treating the words" property" and" goods" as synonyms. This
is .entirelv erroneous. Any conglomeration of things or goods (in a state of
nature) is not property; the matter of that, goods (chattels and land) are not
property at all. Those goods the use and enjoyment of which are sanctioned
by the State are the objects of proprietary rights. This right of use, enjoyment
and possession over things is property. It is not the things themselves but
a particular legal relation of a man (or a body of men) to a thing (or things)
that is property.

All goods however cannot be objects of proprietary rights and certainly
goods in a state of nature are not. Even free-goods located within the State
cannot be owned by a private individual, though they certainly can be treated
as objects over which the state or a corporation. can exert and exercise pro-
prietary rights. They are the objects of public property. No doubt the
political society gets the proprietary rights over such things without effort or
labour but so does one with regard to the proprietary rights which he receives
through inheritance. They can be the objects of a nation's proprietary rights
because their use and transmission can be sanctioned by the State.

But though" property" is one of the social institutions it is an institution
of special import and implication, because unlike any other institution which
brings into being and maintains anyone definite association within the social
fabric the institution of property permeates through and interlinks all the
associations in the society. In its scope and incidence it transgresses the
boundaries of all the institutions except the institution of Law of which it is an
important branch.

1. J. S. Mackenzie: Outlines of Social Philosophy, p. 63. The same view has
been taken by Professor Mac lver in his" Community." Bk. II, Chap. IV.
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